
WEBPAL PRODUCTION STATISTICS

How to get an overview of your current production, 
NOK rate and defects

Discom Production Testing
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Discom Result Database

Discom Production Testing
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Each test run generates a result file, called Measurement Archive (file extension .rdt).
The Collector Service imports these files into the result database, which forms the base
for the WebPal production statistics.
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Addressing Any Value: Clavis

Discom Production Testing

The Clavis is the unique identification of a measurement value in the measurement 
application, the parametrization, and in all evaluation tools. 
It consists of 6 elements:

Test Step (= „Mode“, e.g. 3-rD, Stdy, …)

Instrument (e.g. order spectrum, RMS, spectral value)

Object/Location (e.g. input shaft, pinion gear, oil pump)

Processing Channel (Synchronous, Mix, Fixed frequency)

Instrument Measurement Parameter (e.g. H1, Main Order Band)

Sensor (e.g. vibration sensor VS-1, Microphone Mic)

Because limits are distinct for types and test stands, the unique identification for a 
limit value has 8 elements:
Clavis + type + test bench.

“Clavis” is Latin and means 
“key”: the unique key to 
find a value.
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Production Analysis: WebPal

Discom Production Testing

WebPal is a server-based service. Using the WebPalViewer app, you can check production 
statistics, NOK rates, top N defect reasons, value statistics, trend analysis and more.
The WebPal back end runs on a server computer, which is in many cases identical to the result 
database server.

WebPal was designed to assist you in 
identifying and solving all kinds of 
production problems.

The starting point for different ways of 
analysis is the production statistics, 
which displays for all test stands and 
types the production numbers and fault 
rates. From there, you can proceed to 
top N defect statistics, time series and 
other types of analysis.

A broad set of filter options enables 
further specification of analysis.

For simple installations with only 
one measurement PC, 
WebPalViewer can connect 
directly to the result database.
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WebPalViewer: Basic Operations

Discom Production Testing

Click on a percentage 
number to see the detailed 
Top N Rejects statistics

Use the Three-Lines-Buttons 
to show/hide options panes.

[Number of units tested] gets 
you to the production statistics 
tabular overview.
[Top N Rejects] directly links to 
the reject statistics pie chart.
[Serial Number] lets you find all 
results for a certain serial 
number.
Set the Last N and/or Time range 
filters first, and more filters if 
desired, then press [Requery] 
button.

Test Repetition Options:
First Test: this looks at the first test result for each 
serial number.
Last Test: this is your final production result.
Filter unchecked: includes all repetitions.

You can have multiple 
evaluations open in 
different tabs.

“Close all tabs” 
buttonUse button      to export 

a report for Excel or pdf.

Zoom selector
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WebPalViewer Most Used Reports

Discom Production Testing

Top N Defects

Test History

Click the [-] button to 
expand the table and get 
the total numbers tested.

Use the Report Parameter 
pane to change category 
analysis and other options, 
then press [Update] button.

Set the Test Repetition and 
other filters as needed.

In the Report Parameter pane, 
you can switch to reject 
statistics by error classes.

Number of Units Tested
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Links Within Web.Pal Report

Discom Production Testing

The list of defects in Web.Pal contains clickable links which lead to more information

Click on the test bench name to 
load this measurement into the 
Presentation application.
(WebPalViewer will download the data as 
a file and save it.)

Click on the serial number to 
open a new window with a full 
list of all single value result data.
(There are more actions available 
when you click on the serial number.) These fields show the repetition 

number of this measurement and 
the final result. Click on the field to 
open a new tab showing all 
repetitions for this serial number.

Click on the error code 
for a single value (like 
Spectral Value) to get 
to the single value 
statistics for this value.
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Web.Pal Single Value Statistics

Discom Production Testing

The Single Value Statistics can be reached 
directly from the Web.Pal start page or by 
clicking on a single value error code in the 
reject messages report.
The data range of the statistics is set in the options 
(see next page).
Time series and distribution also show the limit 
value.
In the table below, specifications about the selected 
metric, data range, and applied filters can be read.
This report can be exported as pdf or office 
document. (The export is available for all Web.Pal 
reports.) 

Accumulated distribution

Best-fit normal distribution
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Your Daily Workflow

Discom ProductionTesting

Check Wave files for 
specific problems with 
TasWavEditor or replay 

with TasAlyser

Adjust limit settings in 
Parameter database

check production 
process

Do car measurements for 
checking limits or specific 

noise

Analyse single value 
statistics with Web.Pal

Analyse curves (spectra, 
tracks) with Presentation

Use WebPal to find your 
current reject reasons

After major changes, 
create a backup with 

TasBackupTool
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